The UK Parliament Science committee has now published its report on the effects of social media on children. I read part of it on the radio a few days ago, but one sentence really stuck in my mind; “I should add here I am not an advocate of censorship for most sites accessible only by adults as that is their choice. With children they have not developed the necessary
I am pretty sure images similar to the above are on other social media sites. However, as I said in an earlier article about occurrence of child porn on social media platforms, the images of such activities, but in the past it was not so easy for them to influence youngsters
I have found hundreds of sites featuring photos of:—
Autopsies with dead babies still inside their mother.
The worst part is you don’t have to create a tumblr account; many of their blogs are accessible to normal web browsers. Once on a blog you can view all the images and more importantly find numerous links to sites with similar content.

See also the file ’google are pirates’. Source and copyright:  http://www.aromamedical.org